


Wine
 Non Alcoholic Wine

South Africa

£6.95
THE BEST NON-ALCOHOLIC ROSE WE HAVE EVER TASTED!
Darling Cellars De-Alcoholised product range focuses on fruit driven and varietal true wines. The grapes
were harvested from dryland farmed vineyards where the vines are planted as bush vines. The wine is
De-Alcoholised by way of a gently spun cone technology.
A blend of Sauvignon Blanc and Grenache, this Rosé has a great light salmon pink colour, with ripe
strawberries and sweet candyfloss on the nose following through to a balanced palate with a lingering
finish. To be enjoyed with roasted chicken, a salmon salad, Italian food with a red sauce or stuffed
mushrooms. This wine is low in calories and also VEGAN friendly.

£4.95

DARLING CELLARS De-Alcoholised Rose NV Bottle <0.5%abv - VGN

Champagne
France - Champagne

£49.95
Uniquely, almost half of this blend is Chardonnay, giving a delicacy not usually found in most Rosés. The
high quality of the fruit ensures that the final dosage is lower than many Rosés. 
Tasting Notes: This is the most delicate of the Devaux Rosé Champagnes with the greater percentage of
Chardonnay contributing a firm, elegant freshness to the palate. Fresh red fruit aromas from the Pinot
Noir combine with a hint of hazelnut complexity which was encouraged by extended ageing on the
lees when in bottle.
Awards: Silver - Decanter World Wine Awards 2010 - Silver - International Wine Challenge 2012 - Silver -
Decanter World Wine Awards 2013
GOLD MEDAL - Sommelier Wine Awards 2017

£42.95

DEVAUX Collection Cuvee D Rose, Aged 5 Years Brut NV Bottle *GOLD MEDAL* VGN

£41.95
The Cuvee ‘D’ wines are Devaux’s very best; the grapes are the very best quality from Champagne and
so growers who qualify for this high level are paid accordingly. Devaux are Pinot Noir specialists. The
majority of their vineyards are located in the Aube where Pinot Noir is the dominant variety. This location,
on the slopes of the Côte des Bars, is important; it gives this variety a lovely Pinot Noir richness on the nose
and a long finish, yet retains the finesse. Some Chardonnay is included in the blend; this is grown on the
fine chalky soils of the Côte des Blancs and Vitry to give liveliness and elegance.  
The NV ‘Cuvee D’ is rich and sleek and is, in Anthony Rose’s words, a ‘luxuriously toasty, creamy number.’
The Pinot Noir gives body and length to the wine, while the Chardonnay adds elegance and finesse. 

£34.95

DEVAUX Collection Cuvee D, Aged 5 years Brut NV Bottle/cc VGN

£27.95
Didier Gallimard owns 10 hectares of prime vineyards on the steep slopes around Les Riceys in the
Southern Aube. His vines average 30 years of age and the vineyards which are of chalk and limestone
are planted to 100% Pinot Noir. A very attractive Champagne that has previously been the House
Champagne at Heston Blumenthal's Fat Duck. An attractive fruity nose, with aromas of exotic fruit. In the
mouth, it is supple and very well-balanced. The mousse is fine and long lasting. On any occasion, this
Blancs de Noir will bring extra joy to all your moments of great happiness. 
SILVER MEDAL - CONCOURS GENERAL AGRICOLE 2018

£23.95

GALLIMARD Brut Cuvee Reserve, Les Riceys NV Bottle/cc (Pinot Noir)

£52.95
The newly released Cuvée No. 744 is Jacquesson’s 17th non-vintage within the “700 series”, their
transparent and quietly revolutionary approach to blending for quality ahead of consistency. Cuvée No.
744 is based on the 2016 vintage, a year in which yields were significantly reduced by frost (as they were
in Burgundy). Its raciness and elegance reminds proprietor Jean-Hervé Chiquet of the outstanding Cuvée
No. 740. Chardonnay 45%, Meunier 20%, Pinot Noir 35%. A splendidly inviting aroma of apple, quince
and crusty bread lends this new cuvée a winning combination of freshness and generosity. The
extremely fine bubbles are just one component of the texture, which in typical Jacquesson style has a
natural concentration and density that requires only the tiniest dosage to balance. Complex,
harmonious, and brimming with energy, this is another masterful release from the Chiquet brothers.

£44.95

JACQUESSON Cuvee 744 Extra Brut, Famille Chiquet Brut NV Bottle



Wine
Champagne

France - Champagne

£145.00
96 points Vinous - "The 2006 Clos des Goisses is stellar, but it is also going to need quite a bit of time to
come into its own. Powerful and ample in the best of the Goisses style, the 2006 hits the palate with
serious intensity. Orchard fruits, lemon oil, white flowers and almonds are some of the many notes that
open up in the glass, but, as is often the case with young Goisses, it is the wine's gravitas that is front and
center. Even with all of its overtness, though, the 2006 retains striking, crystalline purity. I imagine the 2006
will reward Champagne lovers with many decades of truly exceptional drinking. The only thing the 2006
needs is time. The question is: How much?" 94 points Decanter - "This perfect south-facing vineyard in
Mareuil-sur-Ay is a fine ambassador for 2006. The wine is holding on to elegance and poise despite warm
conditions, thanks to a proportion of Chardonnay (35%) bringing welcome freshness and finesse. This
balances the generous, expansive Pinot Noir in '06 -acacia honey and black cherry in happy marriage.
Subtle and classy."

£123.25

PHILIPPONNAT Clos des Goisses, Extra Brut 2006 Bottle

£39.95
From hand-picked Pinot Noir grapes from Vertus Premier Cru, this cuvée is the fruit of the traditional
Veuve Fourny methods: manual handling, long maceration… With a slight touch of Chardonnay, the
Pinot Noir reveals its subtlety on the nose : red and black fruit, with a great freshness in the mouth. For
your special moments.

£34.95

VEUVE FOURNY & FILS Brut Rose 1er Cru, Vertus NV Bottle (Pinot Noir) VGN

Dessert Wine
France - Bordeaux

£9.95
This wine comes from a selection of less concentrated juices. Fresh and light like the mists of the
Sauternes, it is characterised by a beautiful structure with moderate sweetness, high aromatic purity and
a very pleasant liveliness, which make it a wine all in balance and fruity, ideal as an aperitif, to enjoy
well fresh and without waiting.

£7.95

BRUMES DE LA TOUR BLANCHE 2nd Wine of Chateau de la Tour Blanche 2018 HALF

£49.95
THE WINE ADVOCATE (94 - 96 points) - Drink Date: 2019 - 2050 - "The 2015 Coutet comes with 153 grams
per liter of residual sugar at 13.8% alcohol. It has a fragrant bouquet with acacia honey, citrus scents and
a touch of melted butter, all very well defined. The palate is medium-bodied with impressive purity, those
limestone soils imparting the acidity that defined this Barsac, and lending great precision and tension on
the live-wire finish. This is a wonderful Coutet that feels energetic - a compressed spring coil that will drink
earlier than the likes of Climens or de Fargues, but has the DNA to age gracefully over 25-30 years."
DECANTER MAGAZINE 92 points.

£39.95

CHATEAU COUTET 1er Cru Classe Barsac 2009 Bottle

£145.00
THE WINE ADVOCATE Rating: 96 points - Drink Date: 2025 - 2060
"Tasted at the property 12 months on from my last visit, my note for the Château d'Yquem 2005 is almost
exactly the same. I feel that there is still just a little new oak to be resolved on the nose. But the palate is
extremely well balanced, perhaps just a little nuttier than I remember from 12 months ago, with hints of
white chocolate and crème brûlée just appearing on the finish. This needs another decade, but it is a
very serious Yquem in the making. Tasted April 2015."

£123.25

CHATEAU D'YQUEM 1er Cru Classe Superieur Sauternes 2005 HALF



Wine
Dessert Wine

France - Bordeaux

£135.00
THE WINE ADVOCATE Rating: 95+ - Drink Date: 2021 - 2046
"Medium lemon-gold colored, the 2006 d'Yquem is a little reticent at this stage, slowly revealing notes of
pineapple pastry, dried apple slices, orange preserves and spice cake plus nuances of crème brûlée,
preserved ginger, nutmeg and baking bread. The palate offers mouth-coating tropical fruit and baking
spice layers with a seductive oiliness to the texture and loads of citrus sparks, finishing with bold freshness
and amazing length. Allow it just a couple more years in bottle to get over this slightly muted hump, then
drink it for the next 25+ years. For number crunchers: 13.8% alcohol, 122 grams per liter residual sugar, and
total acidity is 4.2 grams per liter H2SO4."
DECANTER 5*****

£119.95

CHATEAU D'YQUEM 1er Cru Classe Superieur Sauternes 2006 HALF

£140.00
THE WINE ADVOCATE Rating: 98+ Drink Date: 2019 - 2080
"Pale to medium gold colored, the 2007 d'Yquem delivers powerful scents of tropical fruits—dried
mangoes and pineapple paste—accented by acacia honey, toasted almonds and woodsmoke with
hints of chalk dust, kettle corn and lime blossom. The palate reveals one of those vintages that
shape-shifts into an apparently drier style than it is, largely thanks to its uber-racy backbone of freshness
and layered mineral-inspired flavors, finishing with a regal, satin-textured savoriness. Difficult to resist now,
this will be one of those Rip Van Winkle vintages that can be predicted to cellar not just for decades but
for generations. For number crunchers: 14.2% alcohol, 137 grams per liter residual sugar, and total acidity
is 3.7 grams per liter H2SO4."

£119.50

CHATEAU D'YQUEM 1er Cru Classe Superieur Sauternes 2007 HALF

£26.95
Fruity on the nose. Quince aromas shine through, combined with lychee and green apple notes plus a
touch of beeswax. Fruity and juicy on the palate with a good structure of acidity and a rounded style.
This wine offers up crystallised citrus and green apple notes, with some lighter exotic fruit touches and a
hint of orange.

 

£22.95

SOLEIL D'ARCHE Sauternes 2018 Bottle

Fortified Wine
Italy

£15.95
Garibaldi’s favourite Marsala, it is also known as ‘Garibaldi Dolce’.  
Dark amber in colour, with aromas of dried figs, sultanas and caramel. This wine is round and soft on the
palate with fresh notes of dried fruit, nuts and honeysuckle with a pleasant, sweet and clean finish.
Perfect paired with custard or sweet ricotta pastries, fruit and almond based desserts. 
Suggested to serve in a medium tulip glass at a slightly cool temperature of 15°C.

£12.95

CURATOLO ARINI Marsala Superiore Dolce (Sweet) NV Bottle/nc 18%abv VEG VGN

Madeira

£20.95
An excellent deep amber colour. Dry fruits on the nose. Elegant. Medium rich, soft, and balanced, with
some complexity. A long and pleasant finish, with bittersweet chocolate notes and a hint of grapes.

£16.95

JUSTINO'S 5 Years Old Fine Rich Reserve Madeira NV Bottle



Wine
Fortified Wine

Port

£32.95
With about 108 acres in total, production at Quinta do Seixo, situated in the Cima Corgo sub-region,
relies on 71 acres of selected vineyards planted on terraces and under the vinha ao alto vertical
vineyard system. Most of the vines at Quinta do Seixo are at least 100 years old.

Deep purple in colour, almost opaque. Intense, powerful aromas of cherries, raspberries, plums and
blueberries mingle with spicy notes reminiscent of pepper and nutmeg, and touches of resin and cedar
wood. It has a taut structure with firm tannins, good acidity and spicy red fruit flavours. The finish is long,
with plenty of character. Vegan and Sustainable.

£27.95

2013 SANDEMAN Vintage Port, Quinta do Seixo Bottle - VEG/VGN/SUS

£16.95
Founded in 1751, when the Port trade was dominated by British shippers, Ferreira is the oldest Portuguese
Port house and remains the leader in the domestic market. It was under the leadership of Dona Antónia
Adelaide Ferreira, one of the formidable widows of the world of wine, that the company became the
force it is today. Luís Sottomayor is at the winemaking helm and uses grapes from prime Douro vineyard
sites and Ferreira’s flagship ‘Quinta do Porto’ to produce Ports characterised by an exuberant ripeness,
exceptional concentration, weight and structure, yet wonderful balance.
The ‘Dona Antónia’ 10-Year-Old White Port is a carefully crafted blend of wines between 8 to 15 years of
age. Amber in colour with intense aromas of dried citrus peel, nuts, caramel and baking spices on the
nose. On the palate, it perfectly marries oomph and elegance, with a linear acidity balancing the
sweetness and carrying the intense and evolved flavours onto the lingering finish.

£14.95

FERREIRA Dona Antonia 10-Year-Old White Port NV HALF - VEG/SUS

£22.95
The Port is made each year in the traditional manner, trodden in granite lagares from grapes grown at
Quinta de la Rosa. Each year we keep back a small quantity of our best ports LBV quality and above. It is
from these stocks that they blend their Tonel 12. This blending occurs on a regular basis to ensure that
stocks are always fresh. For many years, before 1988, when they started selling port under the La Rosa
brand, the Bergqvist family used to go down to 'Tonel 12' (a large 25 pipe barrel kept in the lodge under
the house) and fill their decanter full of delicious ten year old tawny direct from the barrel. It is a rich and
elegant blend with wonderful aromas exuding the heat of the Douro. On the palate it is complex with
powerful dried fruit, figs, honey and almonds with a long pleasing finish. It should be consumed within 2
to 3 years of bottling. Served chilled as an aperitif or to accompany fois gras or maybe with that special
dessert or cheese. Sustainable agriculture used.

£18.95

QUINTA DE LA ROSA 10 Year Old Tawny, Tonel 12 HALF LITRE (50cl) - SUS

£18.95
This Port is made each year in the traditional manner trodden in granite lagares from grapes grown at
Quinta de la Rosa. The Finest Reserve is then blended from our stocks of Port to produce a consistent
quality, this blending occurs on a regular basis to ensure that stocks are always fresh. A Vintage
Character style blended port of great quality and complexity. Showing beautiful deep ruby colour with
plenty of forward fruit, full bodied with a long dry finish. The slight dry finish is typical of La Rosa's house
style. This Port has been lightly filtered and does not require decanting.  Delicious with dessert or cheese. 
ROBERT PARKER 92 points '...a stunning example of what can be achieved and found in non-vintage port
blends...' Sustainable agriculture used.

£14.95

QUINTA DE LA ROSA Finest Reserve NV Bottle - SUS

£15.95
Quinta de la Rosa's Ruby Port is unique in that it comes from A graded grapes all grown on the Quinta.
Most other ruby blends come from further down the river nearer Regua where there is higher rainfall and
most grapes are B to D quality so the resulting port tends to be less concentrated. Many customers told
them that their ruby was too good to be called a ruby port' so we christened it with the name - Lote 601 -
taken from lote or blending number we use for the ruby. The Ruby is blended from their stocks of Port
stored in large 'tonels' or vats to give a young, fruity, vibrant wine with an average age of 3-4 years. The
blend will always have the same style from year to year. Unlike most port shippers, all products are stored
and bottled in the Douro (at La Rosa and not Porto), allowing full traceability and ensuring quality from
grape to bottle. This Port has been lightly filtered and does not require decanting, delicious with dessert
or cheese. Sustainable agriculture used.

£12.95

QUINTA DE LA ROSA Ruby Port, Lote No. 601 Estate Bottled Bottle - SUS

£89.50
We are offering a unique opportunity from Real Companhia Velha to purchase the perfect Christmas
gift, an advent calendar containing 24 different ports. Each calendar contains 24 x 5cl bottles of Port
from RCV’s extensive range. Since its foudation on the 10th september 1756 by Royal Charter of D. José I,
King of Portugal, under the auspices of his Prime Minister, Sebastião José de Carvalho e Melo, Marquis of
Pombal, the importance of this chartered Company was reflected by the valuable services to the
community, being the most relevant, the demarcation of the Douro region – the oldest wine appellation
in the world. Since 1960, Real Companhia Velha has been run by the Silva Reis family, who have
dedicated their efforts to the production of both Port and Douro wines, focusing on the study and
development of the Douro terroir. The Company owns 5 quintas in the Douro valley – Quinta das
Carvalhas, Quinta de Cidrô, Quinta dos Aciprestes, Quinta do Casal da Granja and Quinta do Síbio –
with a total vineyard surface of 557 ha.

£69.95

REAL COMPANHIA VELHA Port Advent Calendar (Each)



Wine
Fortified Wine

Port

£69.95
Taylor’s 40 Year Old Tawny is a very rare old tawny blend, produced in limited quantities. Selected red
Ports produced in the eastern areas of the Douro Valley, are matured in seasoned oak casks in Taylor’s
cellars in Vila Nova de Gaia. Here the cool and damp coastal climate encourages a slow and gentle
ageing process producing aromas of great complexity and finesse. The 40 years of ageing in wood have
concentrated this wine almost to an essence, producing intense and complex nutty and spicy aromas
and a dense and concentrated palate full of rich mellow flavour. A sublime Port of very great age which
shows the old olive-gold hue of its many years in cask. Decades of evaporation have concentrated this
extraordinary wine to an exceptional density, with a powerful nose of dried fruit, honey and a touch of
spice. Impressions of nutmeg, roasted coffee and an intense nuttiness converge both in the bouquet and
on the palate. The wine’s rich, intense, voluptuous, almost viscous texture culminate in a finish of
incredible length.

£49.95

TAYLORS 40 Year Old Tawny Port HALF 37.5cl

Spain - Sherry

£32.95
Equipo Navazos is a group of friends who have united over a shared passion for the treasures of Jerez,
Sanlúcar, El Puerto and Montilla. They work closely with local producers to identify high quality butts of
sherry with finesse and complexity which they then bottle and offer in very limited amounts. Tasting
Notes: Showing a well settled and profound profile as well as salty and cheerful vibrancy, La Bota de
Manzanilla No.93 'Navazos' is an unbeatable match on the dinner table. It has been bottled after only
the slightest filtration in order to preserve its genuine character and its deep golden colour with green
hues as if straight from the butt. Food Matching: It excels with dishes from the Spanish seafood tradition:
mackerel potatoes, tuna stew, oven preparations and boiled shellfish; and international cuisine: toro
sashimi, marinated herrings, mussels. VEGAN friendly.

£27.95

EQUIPO NAVAZOS La Bota No 93 Manzanilla, Navazos Very Dry Bottle - VGN

£25.95
XS uniquely only make Sherry from PX, and this is a blend of dry oxidatively aged wine from a solera laid
down in 1964, and resembling an oloroso, with sweet wine from a solera laid down in 1918 whose wine’s
average age is 25 years. Light amber/old gold through gold to a trace of green at the rim, legs.
Aromatic, different, charming. A honeyed sweetness with lots of dried fruit - raisin, obviously, but
amazingly fresh, nothing like the big black sweet PX wines, some quince jelly, trace oxidative notes and
wood, cinnamon, fragrant, quite different to normal (palomino) Sherry, and most attractive. Medium-dry,
decent tangy acidity balances the sweetness, so doesn't cloy, that quincey-raisin flavour predominates
with slight notes of gingerbread, broader, fatter in style to the palomino wines, with perhaps a little more
texture, lovely and clean with a very long finish. Delicious, really friendly.

£21.95

XIMENEZ-SPINOLA 1964 Pedro Ximenez Old Harvest Solera (Medium) HALF LITRE



Wine
Red Wine

Argentina

£16.95
Luigi Bosca Malbec D.O.C. is one of the first Argentine wines with a Designation of Origin.
This is a true varietal Malbec with a deep purple colour and is characterised by its aromas of cherries
and ripe plums. It is also spicy with notes of coffee and blackberries and a bit toasted as a result of its
aging in oak barrels. It has a solid structure, juicy and elegant on the palate, with a balanced acidity
and is well-rounded. A strong but subtle red wine.

£14.95

LUIGI BOSCA Malbec, Single Vineyard DOC De Sangre 2018/19 Bottle/nc

Australia - South

£27.95
Bin 28 offers a showcase of warm-climate Australian Shiraz – ripe, robust and generously flavoured. First
made in 1959, Bin 28 is named after the famous Barossa Valley Kalimna Vineyard purchased by Penfolds
in 1945 and from which the wine was originally sourced. Today, Bin 28 is a multi-region, multi-vineyard
blend, with the Barossa Valley always well represented. 
THE WINE ADVOCATE Rating: 91 - Drink Date: 2019 - 2030 - "A blend of fruit from Barossa, McLaren Vale
and Padthaway, the 2017 Bin 28 Kalimna Shiraz is meant to replicate the Northern Barossa style of its
namesake vineyard, with opulent dark fruit, savory spice notes of pepper and licorice and a full-bodied,
plush mouthfeel. It's a delicious Shiraz for drinking over the next decade or so."

£23.95

PENFOLD'S Shiraz Kalimna, Bin 28 2018/19 Bottle

France - Bordeaux

£49.95
Baron de Brane is the second wine of Château Brane-Cantenac. Its name pays homage to the man who
owned the land in the 19th century. Baron de Brane is a blend of vats selected for their flexibility. It is
aged like the Grand Vin, but for a period of 12 months. Strong dominant leather, tobacco and
blackcurrant notes.

£39.95

BARON DE BRANE 2nd Wine of Chateau Brane - Cantenac, Margaux 2008 Bottle

£22.95
Located between St Julien and Margaux, Château Beaumont aims to produce a rich and
crowd-pleasing wine. They have hired consultant Eric Boissenot, a renowned oenologist in Bordeaux who
is involved in many estates, in order to do so and the results are promising. TASTING: Nose full of fresh red
and black fruits with subtle hints of spice. The palate is beautifully balanced, with stunning rich black
fruits and full, fine and ripe tannins. THE WINE ADVOCATE Rating: 90 - Drink Date: 2020 - 2035 - Tasted at
the Cru Bourgeois annual tasting, the 2015 Beaumont has a more exotic bouquet than its peers with red
cherries, wild strawberry and pressed flowers. It gains more and more refinement as it aerates. The palate
is medium-bodied with a structured opening, the tannin enrobed with clean and pure blackberry and
raspberry fruit, leading to a dense finish that just needs to attain more detail. Good potential. Tasted
September 2017.

£18.95

CHATEAU BEAUMONT Cru Bourgeois Haut-Medoc 2015 Bottle/nc

£79.95
The 1990 has evolved well and is displaying far greater intensity, medium to full body, herb and black
cherry-scented flavors, soft tannins, and good ripeness and richness. It is not as super-concentrated as
the brilliant 1989, but it is an immensely attractive, round, soft, well-made wine. £69.95

CHATEAU CHASSE-SPLEEN Cru Bourgeois 1990 Bottle



Wine
Red Wine

France - Bordeaux

£16.95
This property is now in its sixth generation, the aim of the family to produce top quality, elegant wines
which are approachable in youth yet will age well in the mid-term. This is rich in cherried Merlot fruit,
deep ruby in colour, that this has very marked oak on the nose, mocha and caramel, soft gentle fruit,
warm cassis and dark chocolate orange. Drink to 2027. Perfect to enjot with poultry, red meat and
cheese.

£13.95

CHATEAU LA GRAVE BERTIN Cuvee Sensation Merlot 2019 Bottle

£79.95
Score: 91 points from Robert Parker, Wine Advocate (219), June 2015 -"Dense ruby/purple and still
youthful and exuberant, with oodles of cassis and incense, the 2005 Lafon-Rochet is medium to
full-bodied, with ripe tannin and a long finish. Just becoming approachable, this wine should continue to
drink well for another 10-15 years. Drink 2015-2030." £64.95

CHATEAU LAFON-ROCHET 4ieme Cru Classe Saint-Estephe 2005 Bottle

£36.95
Deep ruby, medium rim; the 2008 Potensac looks robust in the decanter with no sign of ageing. The first
nose was of ripe, fresh blackcurrants, with other mixed, red fruits (from the 40% Cabernet Sauvignon
mostly). Not plummy at all despite its 42% Merlot content, Chateau Potensac 2008 gives aromas of
flowers, tea leaves and cool mint (from the Cab Franc of 18%). The palate is lightish with fresh cassis and
cherry secondary to chewy tannins and minerality. The tannins are fairly smooth by now. Licoriced,
finishes with a hint of spice and dark chocolate of over 10 second fruit length. Structured, with classic
Bordeaux wine tastes. A medium-rare sirloin on a hot grill would be the ideal combination.

£29.95

CHATEAU POTENSAC Cru Bourgeois Medoc 2008 Bottle

£39.95
THE WINE ADVOCATE Rating: 89 points - Drink Date: 2014 - 2024
"A dark ruby/purple colour, attractive raspberry and blueberry fruit, a floral character, noteworthy
elegance and undeniable purity and texture make for a complex, mid-weight, delicious Quinault from
the owners of Cheval Blanc. Drink it over the next decade."

£32.95

CHATEAU QUINAULT L'ENCLOS Grand Cru Saint-Emilion 2011 Bottle/nc

£27.95
The ever-increasing quality requirement for Château Montrose and La Dame de Montrose, and the
increasingly precise selections, now allow the production of a 3rd blend: The Tertio de Montrose.
Produced on the exceptional terroir of Château Montrose and vinified by the teams at the property, this
wine is the fruit of a classic blend of the great Bordeaux grape varieties: Cabernet Sauvignon : 32%,
Merlot : 61%, Cabernet Franc : 2%, Petit Verdot : 5%.
Tasting notes: Deep garnet red colour. The intense nose reveals spicy notes, and a bouquet of fresh fruit
aromas accompanied by toasted and grilled notes. Clean attack. Full and delicious on the palate with
generous tannins and great freshness on the finish.

£23.95

TERTIO DE MONTROSE 3rd Wine of Chateau Montrose 2016 Bottle/nc

£79.95
THE WINE ADVOCATE Rating: (93-95) - Drink Date: 2009 - 2029 - "The 2008 was singing marvelously when I
tasted it. Inky/purple-colored with full body, excellent concentration, and loads of black fruits intermixed
with spring flowers, forest floor, crushed rock, and subtle smoke characteristics, it is a dense, rich, opulent,
flamboyant effort with a 45-second finish. This is another example of the brilliant winemaking talents
displayed by Jonathan Maltus and his consulting oenologists, Gilles Pauquet and Neil Whyte. The 2008
should drink well for 20+ years." - Robert M. Parker, Jr.

£67.95

VIEUX CHATEAU MAZERAT Grand Cru Saint- Emilion 2008 Bottle/nc



Wine
Red Wine

France - Burgundy

£19.95
From vines adjoining Bertrand’s Nuits St Georges vineyards. Aged in a mixture of 400 litre barrels and
larger foudres. Rich and aromatic, this is beautifully balanced and superb value. Drink 2022-2026.

£17.95

BERTRAND AMBROISE Bourgogne, Cote d’Or 2019 Bottle (Pinot Noir)

£39.95
THE WINE ADVOCATE Rating: (88 - 90)
"The 2017 Marsannay offers up an attractive bouquet of ripe cherries, blackberries, sweet soil tones and
licorice, followed by a medium to full-bodied, ample palate with tangy acids and fine chalky tannins.
Like all Trapet's 2017s, it's a vibrant, racy wine which will age with style." - William Kelley £29.95

ROSSIGNOL-TRAPET Marsannay 2017 Bottle - BIO/ORG

France - Loire

£13.95
Domaine Hubert Brochard produces classically styled Sancerre blanc, rosé, and rouge from their
family-owned winery in Chavignol. The domaine is now run by the fifth and sixth generation of Brochards
with 152 acres under vine in Sancerre, Pouilly-Fumé, and Vin de Pays du Val de Loire. Sancerre Rouge
comes from seven different communes in areas with deeper soils better suited to Pinot Noir. The average
vine age is 40 years and harvest is done entirely by hand. The grapes are destemmed and receive a
brief cold maceration before fermentation in stainless-steel tanks. The wine is aged for one year in used
French oak barrels before bottling. Tasting Notes: Sancerre Rouge shows aromas and flavours of red
berries, herbs, and violets. The palate is rich with ripe fruit and medium weight with bright acidity and fine
tannins. Aging in used French barrique brings subtle notes of toast and baking spices. A classic partner to
roasted game birds, grilled duck breast, and dishes that feature mushrooms, black truffles, or are rich in
umami.

£11.75

HUBERT BROCHARD Sancerre Rouge Les Collines Blanches 2017 Bottle

France - Rhone

£13.95
Conditions for Lirac are similar to Châteauneuf-du-Pape: both are Mediterreanean in climate and have
over 2500 hours of sunlight per year, and a dry growing season that ensures consistently ripe, flavoursome
wines. Both have predominantly stony soils (Lirac also has large pebbles or `Galets Roulés` of its
neighbour) supported by red clay underneath. The Mistral keeps the crop healthy and concentrates
flavours in the berries.
The berries were destemmed and crushed and then fermented at 25°C. The wine was kept on skins for 15
days, with daily pumping over and rack and returns to ensure good colour and flavour was obtained
from the grapes. Part of the wine underwent malolactic fermentation in barrel and part in tank. After
that, the wine was aged for six months, of which a third was aged in one year old oak.
The Moulin des Chênes is a full, soft, generous wine mainly from Syrah, Grenache and Mourvèdre. It is
generous in body with supple tannins and primary fruit and freshness, with a long, mellow finish.

£11.95

MOULIN DES CHENES Lirac 2016 Bottle (Syrah/Cinsault Grenache)

Italy - Piedmont

£29.95
True to their style, they pay close attention to the vineyard management: non-aggressive thinning;
accurate harvest of grapes done by hand, and vinification with a long maceration of up to thirty days.
100% Nebbiolo. The colour is an intense garnet red, elegantly transparent. The bouquet is full, complex
and enveloping, with a flowery scent of dried roses and violets; fruity, of raspberries and wild
strawberries, for the younger wines; of jam, marmalade and nutmeg, that with the passing of time
develops hints of black pepper, licorice, tobacco, leather and smoke. Distinctly tannic when young, with
a rich body; its taste is dry, full, robust but velvety, very harmonious and enveloping. This Barolo is a robust
and tannic wine, but it is also soft and elegant. By a long maceration on the skins after fermentation, the
wine ages for nearly 3 years in oak barrels with a capacity of 30 to 100 hl, in order to enhance its
attributes. Preferable with: red meats, roasted meat, game meat, medium or hard ripening cheeses.

£24.95

CABUTTO Barolo DOCG Tenuta la Volta 2016 Bottle (100% Nebbiolo)



Wine
Red Wine

Italy - Piedmont

£37.95
Costamiòle is produced from the vineyards in the Agliano Terme area, a place where Barbera best
expresses itself thanks to a favourable southern exposure, ideal for this grape variety. Aged in small oak
barrels, this wine is able to maintain the grape’s extraordinary freshness and aromatic qualities.
It is deep ruby with dark purple undertones. Its aromas are rich and fruity with notes of plums and cherries
that merge with hints of violets, cinnamon, cacao and leather. Its full palate is rich in supple, yet
well-structured tannins.

£32.95

PRUNOTTO Nizza Riserva DOCG Costamiole 2015 Bottle (Barbera)

Italy - Tuscany

£24.95
Via Cave was created after very careful geological and oenological research intended to release the
potential of this new variety in the Italian viticultural scene. Malbéc, a French grape, thrives in
Maremma’s volcanic soils, prospering in its new terroir. Via Cave is balanced and soft and it reflects all
the charm of the territory where it is produced. The name of the wine is dedicated to the Etruscan Via
Cave, or excavated roads, passageways excavated vertically in cliffs of tuff that surround the estate’s
property.
Vie Cave 2018 is an intense ruby red colour. Its nose is captivating and complex: notes of dark ripe fruit,
blackberries and blueberries, alternate with spicy hint of vanilla. The palate is balanced and
well-defined by silky tannins. Its lengthy, persistent finish is accented with aromas perceived on the nose
accompanied by pleasant hints of coffee and dark chocolate.

£19.95

ANTINORI Fattoria Aldobrandesca, Malbec Via Cave, Toscana IGT 2018/19 Bottle

£24.95
The Pian delle Vigne Estate is located six kilometres south of Montalcino, above the Val d'Orcia valley,
and it was named for the characteristic 19th century train station situated in the property, which is still in
use. The Rosso di Montalcino aims to fully bring out the fragrance of pure Sangiovese, the historic grape
variety of Montalcino. The vineyards are situated on calcareous clay soils which create a wine which is
fresh, mineral in character, and excellent drinking.
It is a vibrant ruby red colour. Its nose expresses pleasant aromas of red fruit, such as cherries and sour
cherries, with light floral hints of violets and lavender. On the palate, it’s fresh, refined and savoury with
supple, mouth-filling tannins; remarkable for its luscious fruit and lengthy finish. Extremely pleasant
drinkability.

£19.95

ANTINORI Pian delle Vigne, Rosso di Montalcino 2019 Bottle/nc

£49.95
Non Confunditur is a wine that shows definite character, it is full-bodied with soft-tannins and has a long
lasting finish. This blend, made of Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot, Syrah and Sangiovese shows exciting
power, with the inherent sweetness of the Merlot, the firm earthiness of the Sangiovese grape, the spicy
blackcurrant of the Cabernet and the warm red fruit of the Syrah. The result is a generous, round red
wine for early to mid-term drinking with nice aromas of currant and generous fruit flavours.
93 Points - James Suckling: "This is beautiful on the nose, showing lots of brambly notes, ranging from
undergrowth and forest floor to elderberries, raspberry bush and dried herbs. Full-bodied, tight and very
elegant, framed by linear tannins and bright acidity. Drink in 2020." (September 2018)

£39.95

ARGIANO Non Confunditur 2016 MAGNUM (Cab/Merlot/Syrah/Sangiovese)

Portugal

£13.95
The La Rosa style is to make well defined wines without too much extraction, tannin or oak. Wines that
are rich and full bodied whilst being fresh and lively with a good acidity. The douROSA wines are
blended to be easy, approachable wines for immediate drinking. 2017, with the high temperatures
during the summer, resulted in wines a little more dense and concentrated than normal. Pretty violet
colours, red fruit flavours, very fresh and elegant, on the palate seductive, joyous with much fruit and soft
young tannins. 
Dourosa red is an easy drinking wine that can be drunk slightly chilled at (15-16ºC) and is perfect with
Italian cuisine, white meat such as chicken or pork and fish. 
Varietals - Touriga Franca, Tinta Roriz, Tinto Cão

£10.95

QUINTA DE LA ROSA douRosa Tinto 2017 Bottle



Wine
Red Wine

South Africa

£12.95
Bright blue and black berry fruit aromas with a light leafy brush and cocoa nuances. In the mouth the
wine is immediately fruity, supple, soft and rounded with abundant juiciness. The rich, dark berries come
through, along with the gentle spice and cocoa notes. The texture or mouthfeel is plush and velvety
which makes this a very appealing, drinkable wine. Good pliable structure and length of flavour.

£10.95

ANTHONIJ RUPERT WYNE Merlot, Protea Franschhoek 2018/19 Bottle/nc

£28.95
This small winery was established in 2007 by brothers Peter-Allan and Andrew Finlayson. Their father,
Peter, was a pioneer in the production of cool climate Chardonnay and Pinot Noir at Bouchard
Finlayson, so after university it seemed the natural thing for the boys to return home and source some fruit
from the Hemel-en-Aarde valley to start their own label. Crystallum is now one of the most highly
regarded wineries in South Africa, yet the Finlaysons are determined to make even better wines.
Peter-Allan has sourced fruit from some new vineyards, while winemaking has evolved. All of the wines
are now fermented using indigenous yeasts and new oak has been reduced to help the bright fruit shine
through. A pioneer in the production of cool climate Pinot Noir at Bouchard Finlayson. A bold and
elegant Pinot Noir with aromas of cherry and sweet spice on the nose. The palate offers plenty of juicy
fruit, tempered by the wine’s refreshing acidity and silky texture.

£23.95

CRYSTALLUM Pinot Noir, Peter Max - 2020 Bottle - VGN/VEG

Spain

£24.95
Peter Sisseck had established a network of growers with interesting terroirs and, of course, old vines.
Together they created a new company under the name of Bodegas y Viñedos Alnardo, a vehicle for Psi,
the first vintage being 2007.
"Deep plum-velvet, with a tight, bright rim, this exudes fresh primary fruit on the nose, as vibrant as
unfermented must with red fruits, cranberry and plum all vying for dominance - pretty and lifted. The
palate continues this refrain with well-concentrated, generous fruit, floral notes and hints of both citrus
and spice, all underscored by hot stone minerals and ripe tannins. This combines accessibility and
generosity with defined grip throughout, on to a persistent finish – rather impressive."

£20.95

BODEGAS Y VINEDOS ALNARDO Psi 2018 Bottle/nc (Tinto del Pais/Temp) VGN

£18.95
TASTING: Intense ruby-red with a cherry-red rim; clean and bright. It stands out for its high aromatic
intensity, with marked aromas of red fruit (raspberries, blueberries, redcurrants and red plums), giving way
to a wide variety of balsamic notes (vanilla, hot milk cake, nutmeg, caramel and hazelnut). Balance and
freshness stand out in the mouth, with pleasant tannins and a smooth, rounded finish that invites you to
enjoy this magnificent wine. 100% Tempranillo.
PAIRING: This wine stands out for its food-pairing versatility. It is the ideal companion to appetizers, snacks
and barbecues, perfect with rice, pasta and creams, and great with lightly-grilled meat and fish. 

£15.95

LA RIOJA ALTA Rioja Reserva, Vina Alberdi 2016 Bottle

Uruguay

£20.95
Well if you’re going to do Viognier and Cabernet Franc from Uruguay, why wouldn’t you do Sangiovese?
This is a seductive wine with lots of nostril action – ripe strawberries and cherries, hints of violets, thyme,
leather and a nicely integrated touch of vanilla pod. Lovely acidity in the mouth balances out a fairly
ripe, soft style very nicely, with juicy cherry and plum flavours mingling with a subtle touch of oak. Blood
of Jove indeed!

£17.95

VINA PROGRESO Sangiovese, Overground, Canelones 2017/18 Bottle



Wine
Rose Wine

France - Rhone

£16.75
Superb harmony combining a cocktail of red and white fruit, and a hint of mineral and spices. Structure
is long and very fresh, a great wine for pairing with food. Amazing complexity.

£13.95

CHATEAU D'AQUEIRA Tavel Rose 2019 Bottle/nc

France - South

£16.95
Sourced from a rigorous selection of the best “Côtes de Provence” vineyards. A splendid, pleasurable
wine : The Grenache and Cinsault blend form an aromatic harmony offering notes of peach and
candied orange. The flavour is crisp and round on the palate. Food and wine pairing: Pistou soup, raw
vegetables, grilled meat, prawn skewers, apricot pie.

£13.95

CHATEAU MINUTY M de Minuty Cotes de Provence 2020 Bottle

£12.95
Deep-rooted in tradition this family-run company was founded in 1987. Two decades of energy have
been devoted to making fine quality wines. Located at the foot of the Luberon, Roger Ravoire, heir to a
dynasty of winemakers, puts care and patience into producing wines that reflect the authenticity of the
soil and the originality of the vintage.
A fresh and balanced rosé that captures the spirit of the Cote d'Azur with its strawberry and white peach
flavours. Crisp, bright and lively, it is real pleasure and the red berry fruits burst out of the glass, lifted by
delicious acidity. This wine is to be paired with Provençal cuisine such as salad nicoise, grilled lamb, sea
bass and seasonal vegetables.

£10.95

RAVOIRE Provence Rose, Cuvee des Lices 2020 Bottle - VEG/VGN

Italy

£24.95
A brilliant rosé colour, the bouquet of elegant wild strawberry and cherry lead onto the smooth and
harmonic palate. Excellent with fish, cheese and lightly flavoured risotto's and pasta. Vegan Friendly.

£20.95

BISCARDO Rosapasso (ROSE) Mabis 2020 MAGNUM - VGN

Lebanon

£16.95
Massaya Rosé is made from 100% Cinsault cultivated at their Tanail Estate Vineyards in Lebanon's Bekaa
Valley at an altitude of 900 to 1200 metres. Pristine fruit is picked early in the morning to ensure vibrancy
and spring in this Rose's step.
Massaya Rosé has a beautiful strawberry hue with aromatic notes of raspberry, summer stone fruit and
subtle spice. Elegant and round on the palate, its graceful acidity gives a bright crisp finish to
complement foods such as shellfish, smoked salmon, cured meats, hard cheeses and roast ham. Light
and deliciously approachable, the Massaya Rosé is ideal for brunch or a picnic. VEGAN Friendly.

£13.95

MASSAYA Rose, Classic 2018/19 Bottle - VGN



Wine
Sparkling Wine

Australia - Victoria

£14.95
This is Taltarni's flagship cool-climate, méthode-traditionnelle sparkling at the very heart of Taltarni's
production. It's their essence and it's also been a best-seller here at Dunell's for over 23 years!
Taltarni’s Taché is a blend of three classic varietals: Chardonnay, Pinot Noir and Pinot Meunier. Taché
being the French word for ‘stained’.
It has a pale salmon colour with aromatic notes of bread crust and nuts with hints of rose water pairing
perfectly with bright red berry flavours on the palate that are accentuated with a lovely, crisp strawberry
acidity.

£12.95

TALTARNI Sparkling Brut Rose, Tache 2014 Bottle

France - Bordeaux

£13.95
A beautifully elegant Cremant crafted by one of the finest producers of sparkling wine outside of
Champagne. Celene Cremant have been producing wonderful sparkling wine since 1947 using parcels
on both banks of Bordeaux. Hand harvested and aged for 24 months on the lees in the bottle, Just like
Champagne, and then rested in 18th century limestone caves prior to release. The results represent
arguably the best value sparkling wine in France.
An enticing nose of citrus peel, salted pistachio, toast and creamy stone fruit. The palate is dry and crisp
with a lovely balance of creamy fruit and vibrant acidity. This Cuvee Royale is among the finest wines
Celene Bordeaux produce and makes for the perfect aperitif.

£11.95

CELENE Cremant de Bordeaux Blanc, Cuvee Royale NV Bottle/cc 12%abv

France - Burgundy

£14.95
Crémant de Bourgogne is a particular treat and a smart buy, considering that it is made with the exact
same grapes as is fine Champagne, but grown instead on Burgundy’s limestone terroirs (and legendary
terroir at that).
This sparkling white boasts a neat, fresh palate and is made using chardonnay grapes. Delicate and
floral aromas shine through on the palate in this Blanc de Blancs, thanks to full flavours from white
flowers, peach, pear and honeysuckle.

£12.45

TERRES SECRETES Cremant de Bourgogne Blanc de Blancs NV Bottle/cc

Portugal

£14.95
Luis Pato is one of the maverick producers in Portugal's northern Bairrada region, but also one of the most
respected. This part of the country is where most of Portugal's sparkling wine comes from and is vey
much something Luis Pato specialises in. Maria Gomes is the grape variety used here and make a
delightful fizz which has a lovely floral and crisp apple aromas after which comes a rich toasty and
biscuity character on the palate sitting nicely alongside citrus and fresh, peachy flavours. Nicely, but not
searingly, dry it's an absolute joy to drink.
A fruity and floral Sparkling wine from the Bairrada region, the heartland of Portuguese fizz. A
sophisticated alternative to Prosecco, this is a great aperitif and superb with fresh seafood.

£12.95

LUIS PATO Maria Gomes Vinho Espumante NV Bottle/cc - VGN

Spain

£26.95
Tim Atkin Sparkling Wine Discovery of the Year! 2021 Rioja Report. 
"We select the vineyards in the freshest and most suitable areas for the production of quality sparkling
wine. The ripening of the Tempranillo blanco variety was early, starting the harvest in the last week of
August, when the berries would acquire a low alcohol content and high acidity, taking advantage of a
night harvest to preserve the freshness of the fruit. By the draining method, the flower must is obtained,
which will ferment at a controlled temperature between 15 and 16ºC for 14 to 16 days, obtaining an
extremely aromatic white wine with a beautiful bright greenish colour. This base wine is aged on its fine
lees for 4 months to promote volume in the mouth." Limited edition of 8,500 bottles.

£22.95

FINCAS DE AZABACHE Brut Sparkling Blanco Tempranillo 2018 Bottle VGN/VEG



Wine
White Wine

America

£39.95
Top quality Napa Valley Chardonnay from forward-thinking, family-owned estate, Cakebread Cellars.
This wine is based on grapes relatively cool-climate vineyards in the southern Napa Valley, giving an
intense minerality to balance the wine's oaky richness and spice. A proportion of grapes from the
northern Napa adds creamy, tropical fruit flavours for a balanced, extremely drinkable wine.

£34.95

CAKEBREAD CELLARS Chardonnay - Napa Valley 2018/19 Bottle

Argentina

£17.95
So, our supplier asked for a top-notch Chardonnay, and boy did they get one! What they didn't ask for
was a white blend to blow their socks off, and boy did we get one! They were asked to taste it blind at
the winery and they did identify the Semillon, and the Sauvignon Blanc, but what was providing that
exotic richness on the nose; Riesling? No, Torrontés. 33% of each varietal is separately barrel fermented
then blended and rested in those barrels for a further 4 months. The oak is delicate, the fruit is complex
and explosive, run through with delicious acidity, steely and nervous, and we suspect this wine will age
very well indeed. This is one of the most noteworthy, pioneering and impressive wines from all of South
America. The grapes are from Finca Delfina, Altamira, Uco Valley. Awarded 95/100, Tim Atkin 2020
Report, Best of Argentina (2019 vintage) | 92 / 100, James Suckling 2020 Report (2019 vintage) - “Rich,
well-integrated nose. Reductive and racy on the palate, with the Torrontés portion not obvious.”

£14.95

SUSANA BALBO Signature White Blend 2019/20 Bottle

£16.95
The grapes from the Tupungato vineyards in the Uco Valley offer minerality, great character and
balance to the final blend. This wine is full of citrus fruits and vanilla notes. Drinks up to two years from
vintage.
Enjoy with: Grilled and Roasted White Meats, Fish/Shellfish, Salads and Picnics, Mature Strong Cheeses. £13.95

ZUCCARDI Chardonnay Apelacion 2018 Bottle - VGN

Australia - Western

£16.95
There are only a few names on the shortlist for best Riesling producer in Australia and Frankland Estate is
without a doubt one of them. Their organically grown vineyards in the Great Southern region of Western
Australia boast some of the finest Riesling fruit in the country. The Frankland Estate Riesling is a
combination of their famous single vineyard wines set at a price point everyone can enjoy. It has all the
perfume and seduction that have become the hallmarks of Riesling from this region.
James Halliday 97 points - "100% estate-grown. A highly floral/citrus blossom bouquet, the palate
intensely focused on lime juice and acidity molded into the wine and extending its length over the
horizon." (Halliday Wine Companion) 

£13.95

FRANKLAND ESTATE Riesling 2020 Bottle/st - ORG

Chile

£12.95
The grapes that go into this wine come from the Molina area, close to the Andes Mountains in one of the
coldest sectors of the Curicó Valley, which lends the wine good acidity and a fresh, mineral character.
Golden yellow in colour with delicate aromas of tropical fruits such as pineapple with notes of mandarin
orange and honey. The palate is fresh and well rounded. Perfect with salads, mild cheeses, and fatty fish
such as salmon. Sustainably farmed.

£10.95

TERRAPURA Chardonnay, Single Vineyard Casablanca Valley 2019 Bottle - SUS



Wine
White Wine

France - Alsace

£19.95
While the winemaking history of the Rolly and Gassmann families in Alsace can be traced back to the
17th century, the Domaine was not established until 1967 when these two families were joined by
marriage. Now run by second generation Pierre Gassmann, the domaine boasts 52 hectares in the
Haut-Rhin region, 40 of which are in Rorschwihr and 10 in Bergheim. The family is known for their
remarkable collection of vintages; they age and store up to five years’ worth of stock - around 1.5 million
bottles - and only release wines that they feel are ready to drink. Their six-tier, state-of-the-art
construction, built into the hillside, has brought their gravity-fed vinification facilities, cellar and
panoramic tasting-room under one roof. 
TASTING - 100% Riesling with an expressive nose, with notes of white and yellow flowers, and a delicate
toasty note. The palate is concentrated and complex, with fresh stone fruit characters, a well-balanced
acidity and a saline note on the finish.

£16.95

ROLLY GASSMANN Riesling 2019 Bottle 13.5% - SUS/VEG/VGN

France - Burgundy

£19.95
Jean-Luc Terrier and Christian Collvray were recently hailed as Burgundy's Winemakers of the Year by the
renowned Gault-Millau guide and are better known for their exemplary white Burgundies from Domaine
Des Deux Roches. This cuvée is a blend of several plots selected for their soil qualities (limestone,
draining) and exposure (early south-east facing sectors). This allows us to develop wines with a
straightforward, fruity, lively and fresh style in the pure spirit of Mâconnais wines.
All the spirit of a Chardonnay du Mâconnais transpires in this glass: floral generosity of the trails, gourmet
flavour of yellow fruits (peach and apricot). It offers the joy of simple and intense pleasures.

£15.95

DOMAINE DES DEUX ROCHES St. Veran, Tradition 2018/19 Bottle/nc (los)

£29.95
Often overshadowed by the more prestigious appellations of Burgundy, the Côte Chalonnaise, and
more specifically Rully, has experienced a dizzying ascent in recent times, owing much to the precise,
refined and delicious wines of Domaine Jacqueson. An excellent range which, despite its success,
remains affordable.

Striking a perfect balance between fullness and freshness, this is a very nice expression of the Aligoté
grape, from one of Burgundy's most reliable producers. At such an attractive price, you won't want to
miss out!

£24.95

PAUL & MARIE JACQUESON Rully 1er Cru, Gresigny 2018 Bottle

£16.95
Vincent Girardin exists today as one of the smaller Burgundy negociant houses, owning 13 hectares of
prime vineyards with contracts to buy high-quality fruit from another 85 hectares, many of which they
have direct control over. The result is an impressive range of very well made wines from a number of
Burgundy's best villages. Their Bourgogne Blanc is, thanks to Burgundy's strict vineyard classifications,
something of a bargain as the fruit is all sourced from Puligny, Chassagne and Meursault (hence 'Terroir
Noble') but it can't be known by any of these famous names. The quality of the fruit however speaks for
itself and this is a very elegant, focussed example of Cote de Beaune Chardonnay.
Light aromas of ripe lemon with a floral hint. A rich and elegant wine, with ripe, rounded stone fruits and
buttery, creamy richness. Great balance between freshness and concentration of flavours.

£13.95

VINCENT GIRARDIN Bourgogne Blanc, Terroir Noble 2015 Bottle (Chardonnay)

£29.95
The vineyard is located in the village of Pernand Vergelesses. The village is at the confluence of two
valleys on the "Corton Mountain”. Pernand Vergelesses is also one of the three villages which producing
the famous Grand Cru Blanc : Corton Charlemagne. The wine is barrelled after a slight settling. The
grapes are put in French oak barrels of 500 litres (10 % new barrels) in which the alcoholic and malolactic
fermentations in yeasts and native bacteria take place. Left on fine lees for 15 months, without stirring.
One month before bottling, the wine from different barrels is placed in a stainless steel tank for blending.
Bottling is done according to the moon calendar. TASTING NOTES: The aromas of white flowers
(hawthorn, acacia) announce with time amber and honey, spices still. On the palate, a mineral,
harmonious and very pleasant wine. FOOD PAIRING: goes well with sushi, freshwater fish in white sauce,
cheese (gruyère, goat's cheese)... Serving temperature : 12 °C.

£25.95

VINCENT GIRARDIN Pernand Vergelesses 2018 Bottle (Chardonnay)



Wine
White Wine

France - Loire

£18.95
This wine comes from the essentially chalky soils of "Les Garennes". It is made using traditional methods in
thermoregulated stainless steel tanks without clarification or filtration. To add depth to the wine, it has
been left to age on its lees. Thanks to the early bottling, this wine will keep all its youth, vigour and fruit for
many years.  Excellent as an aperitif and certainly to be shared.
THE DEPOSIT THAT MAY APPEAR IN THIS WINE TESTIFIES TO ITS AUTHENTICITY AND QUALITY AND IS DUE TO ITS
TRADITIONAL VINIFICATION WITHOUT FINING OR FILTRATION.  IT IS COMPLETELY HARMLESS.

£15.95

HUBERT BROCHARD Sancerre Blanc, Aujourd' hui Comme Autrefois 2019 Bottle

France - South

£15.95
In 1970, owner, winemaker and label artist, Henri Ramonteu took over his family’s cattle farm in Monein
in south west France. He sold the cattle, purchased four hectares of vines and started Domaine
Cauhapé. He made his first sweet wines in 1980 (historically, Jurançon produced only sweet wines) and
his first dry wines in 1984. Today, the domaine is one of the most highly regarded in the appellation and
the wines are hallmark Jurançon, showcasing the very best of what the region has to offer. 
The nose has delicate floral perfumes, coupled with notes of apricot and white peaches. On the palate,
fresh citrus fruit flavours and bright acidity lift the wine, making it beautifully balanced and refreshingly
moreish. Grapes: 60% Gros Manseng, 40% Camaralet.

£12.95

DOMAINE CAUHAPE Jurancon Sec, Chant des Vignes 2017/18 Bottle/sy - SUS

Italy

£14.95
A distinctive style of Sauvignon Blanc with characteristic Friulian weight and finesse.
The Zorzettig family have run this winery in Friuli's Eastern hills (Colli Orientali) since the 1960s. In 1991, they
replaced many vines with classic, international varieties and introduced a brand new winery. The results
were spectacular! Their Sauvignon is floral and fresh with ripe melon notes and a long, delicate
minerality.

£12.75

LA TUNELLA Sauvignon Blanc 2018/19/20 Bottle

Italy - Tuscany

£17.95
This wine is harvested from vineyards indigenous to the Tuscan coast, a blend of Vermentino and
Viognier and a small percentage of Ansonica: a successful result of patient research that produced an
elegant white wine expressing the colours and aromas of the Maremma coastline. Vivia 2020 is straw
yellow with bright green hues. Its nose offers aromas of ripe fruit, especially pears and apples, in perfect
harmony with subtle floral notes of lavender and chamomile. Its bouquet is completed by elegant
sensations of citrus fruit and aromatic herbs. On the palate it is pleasantly savoury and crisp with a
persistent finish defined by hints of lemon and rosemary.

£14.95

ANTINORI Le Mortelle Vivia DOC Maremma Toscana 2020 Bottle

New Zealand

£12.95
Boutique winery Mt Difficulty was an early pioneer in the region. With their founding vineyards
established in 1992, Mt Difficulty owns some of the oldest vines and is one of the most respected
producers in Central Otago. Situated on the famous Felton Road in Bannockburn, this is a unique and
rare area of extremes. Mt Difficulty has harnessed this once brutal terrain to produce premium wines at
the forefront of Otago`s and some say New Zealand`s, finest wine production. Tasting Notes: From the
stunning region of Central Otago in New Zealand comes this rich and fruity wine. The nose is a fruit
cocktail of aromas including white pear, passionfruit, melon and mango. These tropical fruit flavours are
repeated on the palate alongside some delicious stone fruit flavours of peaches and nectarines. The
mouthfeel is lovely and rich which leads to a textured and off dry finish. Food: A great aperitif, this will go
well with grilled chicken and lemon sauce, and lightly grilled snapper.

£10.95

MT. DIFFICULTY Pinot Gris, Roaring Meg 2020 Bottle/st VEG/VGN



Wine
White Wine

Portugal

£17.95
A classic in the Soalheiro. Aromatic freshness of Alvarinho variety, flavour intensity and unusual bottle
longevity. Food Suggestions: Ideal as an aperitif or to accompany seafood dishes, fish or poultry dishes.

£14.95

QUINTA SOALHEIRO Alvarinho - Minho 2020 Bottle - VGN

South Africa

£15.95
A crisp elegant white made from a blend of five varieties, the Jonty's Ducks wines are named after
Avondale's team of natural pest controllers - their flock of ducks! The nose displays pure fruit; lime,
grapefruit and pineapple with just a dash of honey. The palate is dense with ripe flavours and juicy with
tangy peach and apricot flavours, delivered with good intensity and freshness. Biodynamic and organic.
A blend of Chenin Blanc, Roussanne, Muscat, Semillon, Viognier.

£12.95

AVONDALE Jonty’s Ducks White 2017 Bottle/st ORG/BIO

£22.95
A great year for Chardonnay, weather conditions were super with excellent grapes harvested under
ideal conditions! Missionvale Chardonnay is characterised by its seamless palate mouth feel and
abundantly rich pronouncement on the palate. All domain grapes now handsomely displayed on the
label as “Estate Wine”. The tradition of 30% new barrels has been maintained with a total of seven
months in French Oak. This bottling shows a youthful feel from a great vintage expressing fine intensity
and a long, mouth- watering finish. Loads of honey and peach flavours, all supported by the excellent
classic cooperage supplied by Tonnellerie Meyrieux of Nuits St George.

£17.95

BOUCHARD FINLAYSON Chardonnay, Missionvale 2018 Bottle/nc VEG/VGN

Spain

£14.95
Cariñena is a Do (denomination of origin) in northern Spain. Winemaking in the area dates back to at
least Roman times, and records from that era confirm that locals drank Cariñena wines mixed with
honey. Cariñena is well known for its red wines, most notably Garnacha and white wines from Macabeo
grapes. Bodegas Verde is a boutique Organic Winery based in the high altitude village of Almonacid de
la Sierra. This wine shows fine, delicate white fruit aromas, with refreshing well balanced acidity.

£11.95

BODEGAVERDE San Valero (Bee) Macabeo DOP 2019 Bottle - ORG

£15.95
The estate was acquired by La Rioja Alta S.A. in 1988, when the company, formed by five Rioja
winemaking families in 1895, took the bold decision to cease white Rioja production and find
somewhere to produce a better Spanish white wine.
Straw-yellow with green hues; very bright. Very intense nose, with citrus rind aromas, accompanied by
stone fruit notes such as apricots and the typical varietal aromas of albariño: ripe white fruit, apples and
pears. Fresh entry, with great structure and breadth in the mouth. On the finish, it brings back the
freshness and citrus aromas. Perfect to enjoy with any appetizer. Ideal with seafood as well as with
salads, fish rice dishes, poultry and fresh cheese. The perfect choice for sushi and sashimi.

£13.45

LAGAR DE CERVERA (La Rioja Alta) Albarino 2020 Bottle



Spirits
Armagnac

£195.00
Crafted from the best products of the Bas Armagnac region and matured in cellars more than a hundred
years old. Long ageing in old casks has made this into an incredibly velvety Armagnac, full of seductive
notes of violets and cinammon, caramel and dried stone fruits. This prestigious Armagnac makes an ideal
gift for someone born in 1967 and a superb anniversary gift.

£165.00

1967 BARON GASTON LEGRAND Bas Armagnac Bottle (70cl) 40%abv

Calvados

£52.95
This gorgeous Calvados which stays for a few weeks in american oak barrels which have contained
bourbon is very balanced and presents notes of coconut, vanilla and cinnamon.

£42.95

CHATEAU DU BREUIL 8 Year Old Bourbon Cask Finish L'Insoumis Bottle (70cl) 44%

Cognac

£44.95
Owned and run by the Vallet family since the early 19th century. A caring and careful approach to
products with emphasis on traditional methods. They have the oldest collection of bottles dating back to
1830. The vineyard covers 50 hectares and is in the heart of Fine Petite Champagne. Tremendously
smooth and mellow with hints of pears, apricots and nuts on the palate. Smooth, satisfying and intensely
long. No giant marketing budgets to pay for here, just quality and passion.

£38.95

CHATEAU MONTIFAUD VSOP Petite Champagne (10 Year Old) Cognac Bottle (70cl)40%abv

£86.95
Aged 25 years, Pale & Dry is a unique blend of Cognacs that showcases the Delamain style. Each of the
Cognacs have been aged separately, then joined together and married for a further two years, to
create a stunning and cohesive X.O. Pale & Dry is a light shade of amber with flecks of gold. The
bouquet is multi-layered with powerful and intense floral aromas, backed by distinctive notes of vanilla.
Its mellow roundness on the palate blossoms into a full-bodied fruitiness, with hints of liquorice and
vanilla. Serve as a digestive, or as a partner to chocolate and other desserts. 

£69.95

DELAMAIN Pale & Dry XO Grande Champagne Centenaire Cognac Half Litre (50cl) 40%

Gin

£44.95
At its core Mirabeau Rosé Gin is a classic Dry Gin. Mirabeau has used a 100% grape-based neutral spirit
which adds roundness and subtle fruitiness to the palate. The addition of some Mirabeau Classic Rosé
gives luxurious texture to the finished Gin. Lemons and Coriander add layers of fresh citrus character. Orris
and Angelica roots impart floral and earthy tones respectively. Rose Petals, Lavender and Jasmine are
used sparingly to bring a variety of floral tones. Finally, Bay, Thyme and Rosemary add a finely balanced
herbaceous character to the blend. The various components bring a softness to a classic core, making
this gin round enough to be sipped alone. Mirabeau suggests adding a dry vermouth for the perfect
Martini or topping with your favourite tonic. Mirabeau has partnered with Fever Tree Aromatic Tonic to
create the signature Mirabeau Rosé Gin and Tonic, garnished with a sprig of rosemary. Gold Medal
Winner – World Gin Awards 2020.

£34.95

MIRABEAU Rose, Dry Handcrafted Gin Bottle (70cl) 43%abv



Spirits
Gin

£29.95
The Queen of the Gins. Mom Gin is a Gin with a soft, velvety character and vibrant taste. They use exotic
botanicals which are infused with red fruits like redberries after four distillations. The gin is distilled in Britain
but currently aims for the Spanish Market as it is owned by the group behind London No. 1 Gin. The
packaging is intended to convey both Britain's tradition and its modernity with its striking black and
magenta design. The gin itself seeks to do the same.

£23.95

MOM God Save the Gin, Velvety Smoothness Bottle (70cl) 39.5%abv

£32.95
Whitley Neill bottled at 43% abv (previously 42%). A London Dry Gin made with African botanicals
including extracts from the Baobab Tree (known as the Tree of Life) and Physalis fruit. It's made in a
one-hundred-year-old copper pot still!
Nose: Very spicy and rich. Juniper upfront, with hints of perfumed, coriander leaves, calves leather and
citrus.
Palate: Thick with cassia bark, cut herbs, acacia honey, exotic spices and citrus.
Finish: Long finish with spice and zest.

£26.95

WHITLEY NEILL Handcrafted Dry Gin Original Bottle (70cl) 43%abv (los)

Liqueurs & Other

£29.95

£24.95

HIGHLAND LIQUEUR Whisky, Cinnamon, Ginger & Bitter Orange HALF (50cl) 35%

£26.95
The almond flavour is given from the essential oils contained in the pits of cherries, peaches and apricots.
Well-rounded in taste, a fragrant aroma and a hint of vanilla in the end are all characteristics that
distinguish Luxardo Amaretto. Brilliantly suited to use in classic cocktails such as Amaretto Sour it can also
be enjoyed neat or over ice as an after dinner drink.

£23.95

LUXARDO Amaretto di Saschira Bottle (70cl) 24%abv - KOS/VGN

Rum

£47.95
A complex blend of Copper pot still rums aged for 12 long years, has a characterful nose, showing fruit
cake, rum'n'raisin ice cream, cocoa, dried ginger, cinnamon and clove. Develops baked bananas with
fudge sauce and chewy toffee notes alongside vanilla oak and a deeper note of syrupy gingerbread,
with hints of orange zest. The palate evokes chocolate sauce and the sweet toffee, fudge and tropical
fruit flavours from the nose. Flakes of Terry's Dark Chocolate Orange sprinkled over melted vanilla ice
cream. Deep, vivid and extremely seductive flavours.

£39.95

DIPLOMATICO Reserva Exclusiva, Venezuelan Rum Bottle (70cl) 40%abv



Spirits
Whisky - Scotland

£34.95
Nomad is a unique whisky. A collaboration between sherry producer González Byass and Whyte &
Mackay master blender Richard Paterson. A blended Scotch whisky aged for more than five years in
sherry butts is shipped to Jerez for further year's ageing in PX casks. £29.95

NOMAD Outland Whisky Bottle (70cl) 41.30%abv (los)

Glassware
Decanters

£399.00
The RIEDEL Winewings decanter is a colourful and elegant recreation of RIEDEL's Swan decanter as a
compliment to the Winewings glass series. First designed in 2008, Swan's striking elongated curves make it
an incredible statement piece, with the grace of a beautiful bird. Wine is gently decanted through the
large opening then poured from its exquisite neck - long enough to reach any guest at the dinner table!
The new iteration of this decanter, at the same soaring height but a slimmer design, now also includes an
indented handle for easier pouring.
This piece features a lavender purple stripe through the design, achieved by introducing a rod of purple
crystal into the molten glass before the decanter has been formed. This pack contains a single piece.
This product is handmade. Please handwash only. Height - 60cm.

£299.00

RIEDEL Winewings Lilac Decanter Each (2007/02S1)

Glasses

£49.95
This is a special set of 4 pieces SL RIEDEL Stemless Wings Cabernet and 1 RIEDEL Decanter Merlot. The
Cabernet Sauvignon glass is perfect for full-bodied, complex red wines that are high in tannin.
The glass allows the bouquet to develop fully, and smooths out the rough edges. It emphasises the fruit,
playing down the bitter qualities of the tannin, and allows wines to achieve balance. This glass was
redesigned by Georg Riedel in 2020 to ensure its smaller size maintains the delicate and important
characteristics of each wine. The Merlot decanter is a perfect starter piece for one with a growing love
of wine. This everyday piece will easily demonstrate the improvement decanting can make on wine,
and is suitable for both young and old wines. It is also dishwasher safe.

£36.95

RIEDEL Winewings Stemless Cabernet + Decanter Set (5789/30)

£24.95
Experience the unique curvature of SL RIEDEL Stemless Wings, following the release of our incredibly
popular collection RIEDEL Winewings in 2020. This stemless creation is the perfect complement to the
original stemmed series, featuring three stemless wine tumblers crafted by 10th generation Georg Riedel.
To ensure the tumblers sit comfortably within the drinker's hand, each Grape Varietal shape required a
set of new prototypes to determine how much the glass could be reduced while maintaining the
delicate and important characteristics of each wine.
This pack contains 2 pieces. Machine-made and dishwasher safe. 

£18.95

RIEDEL Winewings Stemless Cabernet Sauvignon Glass Pack of 2 (6789/0)

£24.95
This stemless creation is the perfect complement to the original stemmed series, featuring three stemless
wine tumblers crafted by 10th generation Georg Riedel. To ensure the tumblers sit comfortably within the
drinker's hand, each Grape Varietal shape required a set of new prototypes to determine how much the
glass could be reduced while maintaining the delicate and important characteristics of each wine.
The Pinot Noir glass is perfect for light-bodied red wines with high acidity and moderate tannin. This glass
highlights the rich fruit-forward characters, tempers the high acidity of the wine, and captures all the
nuances of the wine's aroma. This pack contains 2 pieces. Machine-made and dishwasher safe.

£18.95

RIEDEL Winewings Stemless Pinot Noir/ Nebbiolo Glass Pack of 2 (6789/07)



Glassware
Glasses

£24.95
Experience the unique curvature of SL RIEDEL Stemless Wings, following the release of our incredibly
popular collection RIEDEL Winewings in 2020. This stemless creation is the perfect complement to the
original stemmed series, featuring three stemless wine tumblers crafted by 10th generation Georg Riedel.
To ensure the tumblers sit comfortably within the drinker's hand, each Grape Varietal shape required a
set of new prototypes to determine how much the glass could be reduced while maintaining the
delicate and important characteristics of each wine.
This pack contains 2 pieces. Machine-made and dishwasher safe.

£18.95

RIEDEL Winewings Stemless Riesling/ Champagne Glass Pack of 2 (6789/15)

Accessories

£24.95
winesave™ keeps opened wine at its peak for weeks after it has first been opened. Oxidation and the
resulting spoilage of opened wine is now a thing of the past as it protects opened wine by laying a pure,
inert and odourless gas called argon (which is heavier than air) across the wine's surface in the bottle,
thereby protecting it. For the wine drinker, this means you can enjoy the luxury of wines by the glass at
home. It also means that you will never again waste any wine because of oxidation, nor ever feel
compelled to finish a bottle just because it has been opened. Each canister contains approximately 150
applications.

£16.95

WINESAVE PRO (9 Litres, 150 Serves) Each




